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About This Game

Tick: The Time Based Puzzle Game is a puzzle game unlike any you have seen or played before. Set on the backdrop of unique
minimalist art style you will test your timing and your patience as you play through multiple different game modes.

Practice mode gives players the ability to let them choose the stages they want to practice on, you can either choose a stage
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directly from Stage Mode or build your own level using the level editor and play that.

Stage Mode is a casual game mode where you have the ability to play at your own pace working your way through 50 increasing
difficult stages, the amount of retries and/or failed attempts you commit while working your way through the 50 stages are

tracked and evaluated so they can be shown off to friends or posted on Steam.

Speed Mode is a more competitive game mode that samples some of the hardest stages in the game, and then times how long it
takes for you to work your way through them, final times can be posted on the Steam community page to see who #1 is.

This is the first release by Fingertip Games UK which is a new indie start-up being run by one sole developer.

If it was not for the support of the Steam community through the Steam Greenlight pathway, this game and start-up would truly
not exist today. The game managed to garner major feedback during its Greenlight campaign and these inputs and supportive

comments have gone a long way in shaping the future updates for the game.

I’d like to give a big thank-you to everyone who either supported us in the Greenlight campaign or have bought the game thus
far (and people who will hopefully purchase the game in the future), every little bit of support we can get helps to keep me

working on things that people hopefully enjoy.

2016 is going to be a busy year for the game, starting with the January 2016 update V1.1, the game has been streamlined and re-
coded from the ground up so it’s ready to support the slew of content that is planned throughout the year.

V1.2 is planned for a late March/April 2016 release and will contain the following:
- Adds 2 new core game mechanics. (Details closer to release)
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- Adds 20 new stages to Stage Mode.
- Adds another sample to Speed Mode.

- Improves and expands some capabilities of the Level Editor. (Details closer to release)

V1.3 is planned for a late August/September 2016 release and will contain the following:
- Adds 30 new stages to Stage Mode.

- Adds the random sample capability to Speed Run. (Details closer to release)
- Adds 3 new Mini-games. (Details closer to release)

V1.4 is planned for a late September/October 2016 release and will contain the following:
- Visual Upgrade to ball movements and effects.

- Implements physics based particle effects and responses.
- Implements the color palate options where you can color the UI and objects in the game to fit your own style.

- Implement the ability to share levels you create in the Level Editor through either a copy or paste code or the Steam
Workshop.
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Title: Tick: The Time Based Puzzle Game
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Fingertip Games UK
Publisher:
Fingertip Games UK
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or 8

Processor: Intel i3+ or AMD equivalent

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8800/AMD Radeon HD 5670 or equivalent video card (Dedicated GPU with 512MB+ Video
Memory(VRAM))

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 512 MB available space

English
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Just jump... Not exactly my cup of tea, bat its not bad! Nice little game :). Problem. the dlc strike will not transfer the content
properly and it will not let me play. When ever I try to play accention, it crashes the in the loading screen. Need help if anyone if
willing.. This game is really cool! At first you think that costs too much but if you buy it you will not regret it you have to have
the game. A nice little casual adventure game. The story is quiet obvious but nevertheless, it's exciting. Especially because of the
likeable characters.
Humor is on a serious level and does not slip into silly.
The puzzles are usually very easy, so you are also pretty fast.
Since the game costs only 14\u20ac it's worth anyway.
. Good attempt.. but was expecting better graphics and it seems a little laggy at some parts of the game. I.e. when i slashed at an
opponent, there's like a 0.5sec lag before i see the opponent got damaged. Recommended, it is a very good game well supported
by the developers. Game updates frequently and bugs are glitches are fixed rapidly. Very nice casual puzzle game with lots of
variety. You can play it on Steam with PC and you can also play the same account on a smart phone, either Android or iOS.

The battles are completely random after a certain point and this makes some people like it while others hate it. In my opinion,
there is nothing wrong with random, it is just ... well, random. Deal with it and try to have fun, is all you can do. In most cases
you win, sometimes you lose. Is there anybody who always wins in blackjack or poker? No, obviously not, you've got to lose
occasionally. Do you get mad when you lose? Sure. Does it make you stop playing? No, not really. So, just get over it. There are
some bad boards when you will lose no matter what you do. The main idea is to minimize these instances. Which is achieved
through strategic development of your kingdoms, the cards, various stones that give the cards certain powers and through your
guild.

The game does not have a real time PvP, all battles are against AI. I would love to see some real time PvP action at some point.

You do have to login on a daily basis although you can miss a day here and there, no big deal. But usually, it is no problem as
you can do it from your phone while riding a bus, for example, or waiting for something. I'd say it is a very nice time killer
when you have nothing better to do.. The game does not have any trading cards even though the store page says otherwise and
the controls are the absolute worst.. This game is absolutely amazing!
One of the most scariest games I've played for ages!
I usually don't get scared by a lot of horror games (I do with some of them)
But this one actually makes me scream louder then a giant truck horn.
I absolutely recommend this game to all you people who want to either A. Get Scared B. Get scared and Pee your pants or D.
Get scared, Pee your Pants & Poop your pants!

11\/10 IGN. Its okay. Only includes one livery. Very few effects such as engine smoke. Good at $6 but I wouldnt pay more.
Used it once or trwice then got bored.
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Really enjoyed the game! My favorite of yours so far :D Keep it up!! I did a little let's play where I just run in circles and get
scared by my own movements x) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pfghwltj28U. The control is horrible. It's far from the
actual standard.

You may still buy this game if it's less than 3€.. A good point and click game that captures the 1979 revolution in Iran in an
objective way. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game,\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665graphics
and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665gameplay. The basic idea behind "Write word" is a good one, but it has been
poorly executed.

The basic functioning of the game is as follows:
A word or phrase flashes up on the screen, it stays there for 5 seconds (although you can get rid of it sooner by hitting Enter or
the Space Bar), and then a box appears for you to type the word\/phrase into - the game lasts for a set time, following which you
are given your score.

However, there are several problems with it:
1) The text doesn't stay up on the screen; you have to memorise it and then type it.
That was basically fine for me, as English is a strong suit of mine, but for poor spellers this arrangement would be rather bad.
I would suggest that that the text to be typed should remain at the top of the screen, so that the words can be copied, if needed.

2) I must admit that, in my rush to type fast, I may have been overzealous in hitting Enter or Space, which means that the next
word to be typed disappears.
As I'm not a touch typist, I usually look at my keyboard, so that means that the word has disappeared by the time I look up.
However, this sort of problem would be fixed if the game's creator followed my suggestion as per point 1.

3) You can't exit it whilst you're mid-game - you either have to wait for the game to finish or hit Alt-F4 (or Ctrl-Alt-Del).
I'd suggest that an exit button is added (one that could be used during gameplay - but obviously not in a spot that could be hit
accidentally).

I would also suggest that the developer adds an open-ended option (with the text to be copied located at the top of the screen), so
that "Write word" could be used as an educational tool to help improve spelling and\/or typing.
Upon exiting the session, the game could then give a score based upon either speed or typos that had to be corrected (perhaps
give both results separately).
Then educators might be inclined to recommend it.

You get all of the Steam achievements for the game as soon as you score 10,000 points, so Steam completionists might like it.
Indeed, there is a button in the lower left of the screen which players can just keep clicking on, in order to produce the correct
letters on the screen.

It's only a small game (less than 10 mb), so it won't be taking up much room on your computer, which is a good thing.
However, it's not a very exciting game, so there's not very much replayability in it (unless, for some reason, you are an
individual who is invigorated just by typing random words).

"Write word" is by no means terrible, but it has some issues that should be fixed, and - even if those issues are fixed - it would
be considered to be boring for most people.
As a typing game, it's OKish, but not much more. It's about a 4\/10.
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